Evaluation of size-exclusion chromatography and size-exclusion electrochromatography calibration curves.
Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and size-exclusion electrochromatography (SEEC) are chromatographic techniques used to determine molecular mass (weight) distributions (MWD) of polymers. One important step in the data treatment to derive MWD parameters is the modelling of the calibration curves. The calibration curves applied in SEC and SEEC are generally not linear. In this study the modelling of calibration curves is being examined. Different polynomial models have been evaluated and compared, not only for model fit but also for their predictive properties. It was found that sometimes a straight line and sometimes a third-order polynomial model were best. The best model across the effective range (also called linear range) is not always found to be a straight line. The SEEC curves were found to have considerably higher prediction errors than the SEC ones. Reduction of the number of calibration standards to five or six did not greatly affect the predictive properties of the calibration curves, neither in SEC nor in SEEC.